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The real estate industry is undergoing some rapid 
change, involving significant challenges for all 
stakeholders: more and more business processes 
are—and need to be—digitalized. To keep up with 
the industry’s digital shift, companies need to 
introduce and harmonize working processes and 
necessary software. However, innovations can only 
be put into practice efficiently, if companies can bank 
on a coherent digital strategy. Here, established 
companies can benefit from collaborating with 
external technology partners, such as innovative 
PropTechs. These “young and wild ones” help to 
realize new approaches and ideas as well as to 
gain speed—as requirements eventually change at 
increasingly shorter intervals

And also EXPO REAL, Europe´s largest trade fair for 
property and investments, helps to stay abreast of 
these changes by, for the first time, featuring a hall 
that is completely dedicated to innovation: NOVA³, the 
new Hall A3, is where innovation-driven real estate 
companies and start-ups meet, for example the 75 
PropTech and FinTech start-ups in the Tech Alley.

But innovation and digitalization at EXPO REAL are 
not limited to NOVA³—you will also encounter these 
topics at many exhibitor booths throughout the entire 
trade fair. And this is exactly where this EXPO REAL 
Innovation Guide comes in: it lists all exhibitors and 
co-exhibitors as well as the Tech Alley start-ups that 
offer digital solutions and products for real estate.

For those wanting to gain a live overview for one or 
more digitalization topics, we offer the “Innovation 
Tours.” These guided walks will take you over the 
entire exhibition grounds and stop by the respective 
exhibitor booths.
Join us and our exhibitors—let’s discover the future 
of real estate!

Yours,  

Claudia Boymanns

Dear EXPO REAL enthusiasts, 

Where Real Estate 
meets Innovation
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Find out more details: 

exporeal.net/conferences

“Rethink Retail”
The future of retail.  
The special shows.

What are the effects of sustainability on retail 
and how does a sustainable shift look like? 
Green Leap by Schwitzke—the green 
meeting place—is the platform for guests, 
experts and visitors to engage in a broad and 
inspiring dialog. This is the place for initiators, 
doers and multipliers. This is the place for 
jointly shaping the future.  C2.140/040

Point of Experience: Rethink Retail also 
introduces five idea competition concepts 
and visions for a sustainable shopping 
experience. Students of the Rosenheim 
University of Applied Sciences answer the 
question of how stationary retail will develop 
and what role interior design as part of new 
multi-channel strategies will play. C2.312

Get the details: 

exporeal.net/retail
Marc Selicke, Managing Director, BRICK SPACES GmbH, Tech Alley exhibitor 2018

"The Real Estate Innovation Forum of EXPO REAL is the 
perfect place for innovative start-ups and established
companies to meet like-minded and get the latest news from 
the industry. There is a lot to be discovered, and three days 
at the trade fair are not enough to explore everything."

Real Estate Innovation Forum & Tech Alley
Visit the central innovation area in the southern part of NOVA³: Stand A3.340 and A3.140

Real Estate Innovation Forum
Hall A3, Stand 340
Latest trends and innovations linked to the industry’s 
digital transformation: renowned experts make 
recommendations for action.

EXPO REAL Forum
Hall C2, Stand 320
From the general economic picture and the real 
estate industry to investment strategies: get to know 
the experts’ opinion.

NOVA3 Forum
Hall A3, Stand 214
This stage is reserved for NOVA³ exhibitors to 
present and discuss trendsetting innovations. The 
motto? Driving innovation.

Keep up with the rapid pace 

of innovation: visit the Real 

Estate Innovation Forum

The innovation-centered, expert-led conference program supporting the exhibition in NOVA³ is all about the 
future of the real estate industry. This is where top-notch speakers examine what moves the property sector 
in face of the digital shift. And this is where you can witness and take part in constructive discussions.

Conference program highlights
Bursting of innovation.

Innovation
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Meeting point: NOVA³ information desk, A3.100

1. Innovation Tour: Mon, October 7; 13:00–14:30 
2. Innovation Tour: Tue, October 8; 15:00–16:30

Meeting point: NOVA³ information desk, A3.100

1. Innovation Tour: Mon, October 7; 15:00–16:30 
2. Innovation Tour: Tue, October 8; 13:00–14:30 

Meeting point: NOVA³ information desk, A3.100

1. Innovation Tour: Mon, October 7; 11:00–12:30
2. Innovation Tour: Tue, October 8; 11:00–12:30 

Meeting point: Tech Alley Information A3.340 

Starting times on Mon, October 7 and  

Tue, October 8: 12:00, 14:00 and 16:00 
Starting time on Wed, October 9: 11:00 

The companies visited on this tour for example 
offer software solutions for digital portfolio, asset 
and property management, sensor-supported 
business models for building operations or tenant 
and community platforms for real estate portfolio 
owners.

Covering all the above-mentioned areas, this tour stops 
by exhibitors that offer digital solutions for real estate 
investment and financing transaction processes, 
digital trading platforms and marketing services, as 
well as by providers of digital real estate valuation and 
market research services and smart city solutions. 
Also part of the tour: the official exhibition partners of 
EXPO REAL’s Intelligent Urbanization  Forum. 

The exclusive tour through the new Hall A3—
NOVA³—visits exhibitors that offer digital solutions 
and products for the real estate industry. These 
include companies in the established real estate 
industry that drive corporate innovations from within 
the company, but also former start-ups that now 
present their products at individual booths. 

At EXPO REAL the subject of digitalization is omni-
present. You want to experience all the innovations 
live and up close? With our “Innovation Tours” you will 
literally keep pace with the rapid speed of innovation 
in the real estate industry! The guided, topic-specific 
walks lead you through all EXPO REAL halls and 
last one and a half hours each; the Innovation Tour 
around the Tech Alley is about forty minutes. Please 
find the exact exhibitor booth stops and practical 
 details on each tour on the following pages. 

Your guides
Themed  Innovation Tours

Manouchehr Shamsrizi “is among 
the most publicly prominent voices 
of Germany’s younger generation” 
(Washington Post) and is, amongst 
others, co-founder of  gamelab.berlin,  
which is part of Humboldt University’s Cluster of 
Excellence in Berlin. 

Tech Alley  Innovation Tours

The Tech Alley  Innovation Tours are conducted by our 
official cooperation partner “BUILTWORLD”.

Innovation Tours

Visit companies that focus on software solutions for 
the construction industry and project development, 
e. g. via cloud-based documentation tools. Also 
covered: BIM solutions or platforms for 3-D, AR or 
VR solutions. 

Meeting point: NOVA³ information desk, A3.100

Innovation Tour: Wed, October 9; 11:00–12:30 

The Tech Alley—part of the central innovation area 
in NOVA³—is the place where start-ups present 
their business models in the fields of “Plan & Build”, 
“Manage & Operate”, “Research & Valuate”, “Invest 
& Finance”, “Market” and “Next City Solutions”. This 
guided tour conducted by our official cooperation 
partner “BUILTWORLD Invest” visits companies 
active in these fields.

Innovation Tour  
 .NOVA3

Innovation Tour  
 .Manage & Operate

Innovation Tour  
 .Plan & Build

Innovation Tour  
 .Invest & Finance, Research & Valuate  
 .Next City Solutions .Market 

Innovation Tour  
 .Tech Alley
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Read more at

exporeal.net/innovationtours/en

Main exhibitor Co-exhibitor

Innovation Tours 
location map

  Central meeting point (except for 
Tech Alley tour): NOVA³ information 
desk (A3.100)

  Meeting point Tech Alley tour: Tech 
Alley Information in the Real Estate 
Innovation Forum (A3.340)

  Please be at the meeting point 15 
minutes before the tour begins

  Maximum participant number per 
tour: 15 (tour spaces are assigned on 
a fi rst-come-fi rst-served basis)

Please note: Tours are guided in 
English language

Innovation

Shown are the exhibitors that provided their logo before the deadline at the beginning of August 2019. This overview does not claim to be complete. Messe München GmbH accepts no liability.Shown are the exhibitors that provided their logo before the deadline at the beginning of August 2019. This overview does not claim to be complete. Messe München GmbH accepts no liability.

Innovation Tour 
 Plan & Build

1   Meeting point
NOVA3 Info

2    Planstack GmbH
A1.412

3   BAPP GmbH 
A2.430

4   Reasult 
B1.210

5   DiConneX GmbH 
B2.430

6   Biganto GmbH (OOO) 
B1.533

7   PLANFRED GmbH 
C1.022

8   RIB Software SE 
C2.222

9   Coor GmbH 
A3.110

10   InspiredLabs Ltd 
A3.024

11   Arcadis Germany GmbH 
A3.125

12   Hydro Building Systems 
Germany GmbH/Wicona 
A3.333

13   HEGIAS AG 
A3.220

 C1 C 2

1B B 2

 A1 A 2 A 3

Meeting point
NOVA3 Info 
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8

9

10

11

12

13

 C1 C 2

1B B 2

 A1 A 2 A 3

12   Münchener Rückversicherungs-
Gesellschaft Aktiengesellschaft 
in München 
A3.510

13   Airthings AS 
A3.334

14   Visn by Osram (Osram GmbH) 
A3.132

15   immopac AG 
A3.220

16   Drees & Sommer 
A3.410/300

Innovation Tour 
 Manage & Operate

1   Meeting point
NOVA3 Info

2   Yardi Systems GmbH
A1.433

3   PROMOS consult Projekt -
management, Organisation 
und Service GmbH 
B1.011

4   HP Heizkosten Plattform GmbH
B2.220

5   ROCKETHOME GmbH 
B2.220

6   HmcS Real Estate GmbH 
C1.410

7   Altus Group (UK) Ltd. 
C2.023

8   easol GmbH 
A3.110

9   control.IT 
Unternehmensberatung GmbH 
A3.110

10   Coyote Group Ltd.
A3.110

11   facilioo GmbH 
A3.016

2

8
9
10

11

12

14 13

15

16

3

4

5

6

7

Meeting point
NOVA3 Info 

11
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Innovation Tour 
 Invest & Finance, Research & Valuate 
 Next City Solutions     Market

Innovation Tours details

exporeal.net/innovationtours/en

Innovation

Shown are the exhibitors that provided their logo before the deadline at the beginning of August 2019. This overview does not claim to be complete. Messe München GmbH accepts no liability.Shown are the exhibitors that provided their logo before the deadline at the beginning of August 2019. This overview does not claim to be complete. Messe München GmbH accepts no liability.
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Meting point
NOVA3 Info 

Innovation Tour 
 NOVA3

1   Meeting point
NOVA3 Info

2   easol GmbH
A3.110

3   PRODA 
A3.110

4   control.IT 
Unternehmensberatung GmbH 
A3.110

5   Coyote Group Ltd.
A3.110

6   Coor GmbH 
A3.110

7   facilioo GmbH 
A3.016

8   Münchener Rückversicherungs-
Gesellschaft Aktiengesellschaft 
in München 
A3.510

9   Hanse Coin 
A3.414

10   National Association 
of REALTORS 
A3.523

11   Immobilien Scout GmbH 
A3.320

12   HEGIAS AG 
A3.220

13   immopac AG 
A3.220

14   Arcadis Germany GmbH 
A3.125

15   InspiredLabs Ltd. 
A3.024

16   Visn by Osram (Osram GmbH) 
A3.132

17   OFI Group GmbH 
A3.332

18   Airthings AS 
A3.332

19   Hydro Building Systems 
Germany GmbH/Wicona 
A3.333

20   Drees & Sommer 
A3.410/300

Meeting point
NOVA3 Info 

13   PRODA 
A3.110

14   Hanse Coin 
A3.414

15   National Association of REALTORS 
A3.523

16   OFI Group GmbH  
A3.332

17   Immobilien Scout GmbH  
A3.320
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1   Meeting point
NOVA3 Info

2   ACP Business Solutions GmbH
A1.110

3   Imprima (Deutschland) GmbH 
A1.130

4   onOffi ce GmbH
A1.130

5   vdp Research GmbH 
A1.430

6   eBay Kleinanzeigen GmbH 
B2.220

7   ZINSLAND c\/o Civum GmbH 
B2.430

8   SPIE Deutschland & 
Zentraleuropa GmbH 
B2.134

9   Real Capital Analytics, Inc. 
B2.034

10   on-geo GmbH 
C1.124

11   labcampus 
C1.542

12   vallidolid 
C1.341

1

1
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Exhibitor directory

Digital solutions & services

Shown are the exhibitors that provided their logo before the deadline at the beginning of August 2019. This overview does not claim to be complete. Messe München GmbH accepts no liability.

ALLVR simplifi es the collaboration in construction projects. The openBIM platform allows planning teams to interact 
& collaborate directly on the 3D model. It merges all different 3D products in one central, digital, up-to-date twin—
independently of the CAD tool—thus enabling distributed planning meetings with all stakeholders. The solution serves as 
a tool for automated clash & issue management, which can document, assign & synchronize all issues with the responsible 
stakeholders. The result: increased transparency and as simplifi ed collaboration, communication & documentation.

Hall A3, Stand 140—Tech AlleyALLVR GmbH

Arcadis is the leading global planning and consulting company in the fi elds of real estate, environment, infrastructure 
and water. As a market and technology leader, for 130 years we have been providing planning, consulting, engineering, 
project and management services for the entire life cycle of properties, for the protection of natural assets and for the 
future viability of cities. Our 27,000 employees in more than 70 countries generate annual sales of 3.3 billion euros.

Hall A3, Stand 125Arcadis

Archilyse makes architecture and real estate quality measurable, comparable and understandable for everybody. 
By means of our AI-supported API we provide insights into the quality of architecture and real estate. We empower 
decisions based on data analytics and objective, measurable performance indicators. Our analyzes and simulations 
create transparency and enable real estate decision-makers to take informed decisions and improve the quality of the 
spaces in which people work and live.

Hall A3, Stand 140—Tech AlleyArchilyse AG

BAPP GmbH is a software developer from Leipzig with the goal of making construction documentation simpler and 
faster. The ‘BAPP’ enables mobile work with large-format plans; points can be located, supplemented with images/text 
and be immediately sent. Especially developed for the executing trades: the app ‘BAPP report’.

Hall A2, Stand 430BAPP GmbH

Biganto is an innovative IT company that creates virtual 3D and VR tours and that develops new technologies. Last 
year, dozens of projects were successfully implemented in France, Germany and Switzerland. The main features of 
the Biganto tours are smooth, continuous movements in the virtual space and high-quality visualization that refl ect the 
effect of a real tour.

Hall B1, Stand 533Biganto

The Munich-based start-up CAALA offers a digital platform for energy and resource-effi cient building designs. The 
platform provides innovative software, streamlined processes and a network of qualifi ed energy consultants. With 
CAALA architects can optimize the energetic, environmental and economic life-cycle performance of their building 
designs while portfolio managers and building owners can identify optimal renovation measures.

Hall A3, Stand 240CAALA GmbH
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Exhibitor directory

Digital solutions & services

Capmo is a web-based software for construction documentation and defect management. On each construction and 
real estate project, architects and project managers have to handle 1-2 defects every 10 m² and still document most 
of their work manually. Capmo automates these processes with smart digital tools. Our web and mobile applications 
allow users to record, communicate and track tasks and defects of all sorts and automates the daily construction 
documentation.

Hall A3, Stand 140—Tech AlleyCapmo GmbH

Containerwerk employs an innovative, industrial insulation process to convert used sea freight containers into high-
quality building modules. The German company founded in 2017 has already been honored on numerous occasions 
such as at the GreenTec Awards 2018 and as part of the national initiative ‘Germany—Land of Ideas’. The patented 
innovation is an insulation technique that meets all current building standards, is compact and thermal bridge-free.

Hall A3, Stand 140—Tech AlleyCONTAINERWERK 
eins GmbH

The COOR Group is the market leader for project controlling software in German-speaking countries and thus a pioneer 
in the fi eld of digitalization in project development. COOR is the smart project controlling software for controlling costs, 
revenues and liquidity in all project phases. The unique selling points are project and portfolio dashboards, digital 
approval processes and synchronization with commercial systems.

Hall A3, Stand 110COOR GmbH

The use of outdated technologies and processes continues to hold back the potential of the German real estate market 
in terms of space assessment, capture and connectivity. As a full-service provider in the fi eld of building digitalization, 
we are unique in Germany. With our services such as BIM consulting, 3D measurement and software development, we 
create digital twins and enable our customers to break new ground.

Hall B2, Stand 430DiConneX GmbH

We allow companies from the AEC industries to experience their 3D models through the entire plan & build process, 
alone or to collaborate with their partners from everywhere in the world. World-leading companies from the AEC 
industries in Norway now understand their projects in a better way by easily identifying errors and making better 
decisions. Why Dimension10? We focus on ease of use, customer satisfaction and continuous innovation.

Hall A3, Stand 240Dimension10 AS

GBuilder is a one-window solution for residential developers and contractors that creates digital twins (BIM) from DWF/
IFC/PDF fi les. It digitalizes the customer interface and the related internal processes. Material options, choices and 
confi guration tool with a self-service customer interface. Defects reporting and management for internal users and the 
home buyer. Data management, visualizations, communication, attachments, e-signatures in one solution. Trusted by 30 
developers in 7 countries for over 12,000 homes. GBuilder clients save time, eliminate mistakes, create extra revenue and 
enhance the customer experience.

Hall A3, Stand 140—Tech AlleyGBuilder

Shown are the exhibitors that provided their logo before the deadline at the beginning of August 2019. This overview does not claim to be complete. Messe München GmbH accepts no liability.
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Exhibitor directory

Digital solutions & services

Shown are the exhibitors that provided their logo before the deadline at the beginning of August 2019. This overview does not claim to be complete. Messe München GmbH accepts no liability.

In the construction and real estate domains, HEGIAS offers the world’s fi rst automated and browser-based solution for 
virtual reality-based visualization and communication. 3D plans and IFC fi les can be viewed and modifi ed in the virtual 
world by one or more persons at any time during the planning and construction phase, regardless of location, using 
drag and drop. HEGIAS VR thus reduces misunderstandings in planning and supports the sales and rental process.

Hall A3, Stand 220HEGIAS AG

building imagination

With its product Inzept3D, W Kubik addresses project developers and architects. The use of the software in the design 
phase creates considerable process optimization potential in the planning and fi nancing of construction projects. The 
immediately available, interactive visualizations, which can be shared with other participants, support the coordination, 
marketing and selection of variants for room layouts, fl oors, walls and ceilings.

Hall A3, Stand 140—Tech AlleyInzept3D 
by W Kubik GmbH

Matterport’s camera and 3D reality capture solution offers a complete and immersive capture. Matterport can be 
used by engineers, agents, etc. to comment on, measure or share objects with interested parties. Matterport Spaces 
are real 3D presentations of an object (real estate, construction sites, commercial spaces), which allow virtual tours 
in every development phase. Replace thousands of website photos with immersive 3D models to ensure effi cient 
communication and long-term documentation.

Hall A3, Stand 024Matterport

Moasure is a revolutionary measuring technology that measures by sensing its position and movement in 3D. Our 
patented technology uses motion to make measurements, leveraging inertial sensors & a proprietary algorithm to 
deliver an innovative new way to measure. Moasure will enable you to build fl oorplan outlines by simply tapping and 
walking the interior or perimeter of a property or room. Dramatically improving the time, it takes to capture these 
measurements.

Hall A3, Stand 240Moasure

In 2012, Planfred was founded by DI Maximilian Schmid, Msc (web software development), DI Hannes Nimmerfall 
(builder), Bernd Koller (graphic and UI design) and DI Martina Schmid (architecture) and has been on the market since 
2014. The task was clear: a web-based tool to put an end to the chaos in plan exchange. After years of hard work, 
the number of users has increased to over 35,000. And Planfred continues to grow! We are pleased about the many 
satisfi ed customers.

Hall C2, Stand 022PLANFRED GmbH

The web application Planstack supports construction companies during the planning and realization phase by bringing 
all project participants together on one platform. This means that tasks ranging from sampling and special request 
to defect management and handing over the keys to the owner can be managed effi ciently and across all trades. 
Optimizing the processes among each other results in a time saving of 50 % per housing unit.

Hall A1, Stand 412Planstack GmbH
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Exhibitor directory

Digital solutions & services

Shown are the exhibitors that provided their logo before the deadline at the beginning of August 2019. This overview does not claim to be complete. Messe München GmbH accepts no liability.

PROPSTER is an innovative online platform for the confi guration of fl ats, houses and offi ces. The equipment of an 
apartment can thus be easily confi gured by buyers. Floorings, electrical installations, sanitary installations, tiles and 
much more can be confi gured, chosen and administrated with ease. Buyers and project developers save time and 
nerves in the complex communication, organization and documentation process of these individualization requests.

Hall A3, Stand 140—Tech AlleyPROPSTER – 
der Sonderwunsch Meister

Reasult BV stands for advanced software solutions. For 20 years we have been developing innovative fi nancial analysis 
tools for project developers, municipalities and portfolio owners. Our tools help our customers digitize and optimize 
their processes in the fi elds of feasibility analyzes, cash fl ow forecasts, cost controlling and reporting. This saves time 
and money. Our clients include Hansainvest, the city of Herford, WVM and Steiner Invest.

Hall B1, Stand 210Reasult BV

RIB Software SE is a pioneer in the digital transformation of the construction and real estate industry. Our innovative 
approaches and state-of-the-art software technology such as the vertical cloud, supply chain management and 
artifi cial intelligence help our more than 100,000 customers from the AEC, infrastructure and EPC industries worldwide 
to take advantage of the opportunities offered by digitization.

Hall C2, Stand 222RIB Software SE

Molteo, a Schleswig, Munich and Copenhagen-based software company, offers an easy-to-use cloud workspace, 
supplying every employee—from workers and administrative personnel to engineers and CEOs—with individually 
optimized functionalities. The result: every project collaborator can plan, capture, overview, optimize and analyze 
everyday work processes at any time, either using a PC in the offi ce or a mobile phone, laptop or tablet at the 
construction site.

Hall A3, Stand 140—Tech AlleyProtonaut GmbH

ROOMHERO is Europe’s fi rst digital turnkey outfi tter for residential and commercial real estate. We provide a fast & easy 
one-stop-shop furnishing service for the short-term rental market. Whether a single unit or an entire building—due to 
our fully digitalized process, we design, furnish and install spoon-ready interiors within a four-week timeline!

Hall A3, Stand 140—Tech AlleyROOMHERO GmbH
FURNISHING
FUTURE

The Sablono Construction Management Platform is the fi rst data-driven online platform enabling project managers 
to monitor all aspects of time, quality and costs in one integrated platform. Contractors are streamlined based on 
always up-to-date project programs and Sablono’s mobile apps allow for detailed progress and quality reporting in a 
seamless digital fashion. The collected information is processed in real-time resulting in automated updates of work 
plans, performance charts and dashboards.

Hall A3, Stand 140—Tech AlleySablono GmbH
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Exhibitor directory

Digital solutions & services

Part of the Norwegian Hydro Group, WICONA delivers high-tech aluminum facade & window systems for international building 
projects. INFINITE ALUMINIUM HYDRO CIRCAL: the most sustainable aluminum alloy in the sector, made with a minimum of 
75 % recycled end-of-life aluminum. With Hydro CIRCAL, designs already meet tomorrow’s standards—incl. green building 
certifi cations. WIC3D—EXPERT 3D SOFTWARE: an innovative BIM sketching tool producing 3D drawings & rendered models. 
Buildable design sketches can be optimized during planning phase according to aesthetics, user comfort and costs.

Hall A3, Stand 333WICONA

The Airthings Healthy Building Solution was created to make large buildings smarter and healthier. Optimize indoor 
air quality and increase productivity and wellbeing in schools, offi ces, public buildings and more. With easy-to-install, 
battery-operated devices, visualizing air quality and improving ventilation is easy in any existing space.

Hall A3, Stand 334Airthings

Allthings supplies everything for a better life in buildings. Focused on creating an outstanding tenant experience and 
increasing process effi ciency, Allthings provides a central platform that connects tenants, owners and service providers. 
Real estate owners add digital services to their buildings and benefi t from data-based insights. Service providers such 
as property managers offer their services to tenants digitally.

Hall A3, Stand 140—Tech AlleyAllthings GmbH

Altus Group is a leading provider of software and advisory services to the global commercial real estate industry. Our 
business refl ects decades of experience, a range of expertise and technology-enabled capabilities. Our solutions 
empower clients to analyze, gain market insight and recognize value on their real estate investments. Our ARGUS® 
software products focus on portfolio management, asset valuation, development feasibility, project management and 
data management.

Hall C2, Stand 023Altus Group (UK) Ltd.
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Exhibitor directory

Digital solutions & services

Shown are the exhibitors that provided their logo before the deadline at the beginning of August 2019. This overview does not claim to be complete. Messe München GmbH accepts no liability.

bGrid is a technology and innovation company that develops, markets and sells smart building products that use 
innovative communication technology, such as mobile devices and sensor units, data management systems, data 
processing algorithms and data interfaces. Our bGrid smart building system enables users and owners to connect and 
communicate with everything in the building, from the lighting and climate system to the coffee machine and even people.

Hall A3, Stand 140—Tech AlleybGrid B.V.

Bots4You is a German PropTech that uses artifi cial intelligence to develop highly customized chatbot solutions for 
property managers, real estate agents and other industry-related companies. The intelligent communication tool is not 
only available 24/7 and thus saves costs, it also provides valuable insights via a monitoring platform by analyzing the 
generated data. Deep-dive customer analysis creates further opportunities to exploit new sales potential via chatbot.

Hall A3, Stand 140—Tech AlleyBots4You GmbH

Control.IT is the market leader for asset and portfolio management system software in German-speaking countries. 
With the bison.box software, control.IT offers a fully integrated asset & portfolio planning and management software 
with standardized reporting and analysis functions as well as the possibility of individual reporting. bison.box helps 
large investors, asset & property managers to economically manage their worldwide investments.

Hall A3, Stand 110control.IT Unternehmens-
beratung GmbH

Coozzy AG is a PropTech company based in Neuhausen am Rheinfall (Switzerland). The start-up was founded in 2016 
and employs more than twelve people today. Coozzy AG developed a platform with digital real estate management 
services. It’s a B2B service on an SaaS basis. coozzy.ch connects owners, tenants and landlords on one platform. 
coozzy.ch will revolutionize the entire process of rentals.

Hall A3, Stand 140—Tech AlleyCoozzy AG

Coyote Software is an award-winning commercial property software transforming the way real estate businesses buy 
and manage assets. Designed and built by property professionals, Coyote is an intuitive cloud-based platform that can 
be accessed from any device, anywhere and at any time. We integrate data from multiple systems and data providers 
into a centralized dashboard. Coyote makes it faster to buy assets and portfolios and more effi cient to manage them.

Hall A3, Stand 110Coyote Software

Innovative partner for consulting, planning, construction and operation. The leading European consulting, planning and 
project management enterprise, Drees & Sommer has supported private and public clients and investors for almost 
50 years in all aspects of real estate and infrastructure—both analog and digital. The result are cost-effective and 
sustainable buildings, profi table real estate portfolios, people-oriented working environments and visionary mobility 
concepts.

Hall A3, Stand 300/410Drees & Sommer SE
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We make real asset investment management easier. With its easol solution, easol offers an integrated IT solution for 
investments in real estate and other real assets. The entire management of the assets is represented digitally—from 
property management and asset management to fund management. Currently, assets with a volume of more than 30 
billion euros are digitally mapped and managed via the easol solution.

Hall A3, Stand 110easol GmbH

facilioo delivers practical, digital solutions and concepts for the real estate industry and actively accompanies real 
estate companies during the digital transformation. In real estate management, facilioo’s solutions for customer 
communication as well as maintenance & operation ensure more effectiveness, effi ciency and better results. All facilioo 
products are modular and can be booked individually.

Hall A3, Stand 016facilioo GmbH

FINcredible helps you fi nd the best tenants in less than three minutes. Our identity & credit check allows you to quickly 
and easily check potential tenants (persons/SMEs) with just a few clicks or directly at the point of sale. We deliver 
precise & tamper-proof information that is based on digital account statements. Our checks are always up to date, 
GDPR compliant & save you a lot of time & effort thanks to the convenient full automation (incl. APIs).

Hall A3, Stand 140—Tech AlleyFINcredible GmbH

HmcS Real Estate offers the fi nance and real estate industry integrated real estate management from a single source. 
Integrating the tasks of asset, property and facility management in one process organization ensures a coordinated 
approach—free of confl icts. We meet all relevant regulatory requirements and guarantee high standards for professional 
management of the assets entrusted to us.

Hall C1, Stand 410HmcS Real Estate GmbH

Heating costs platform—fair accounting at any time. Heizkosten Plattform supports the housing industry on its way to 
self-billing. Independence and data sovereignty are important goals of housing companies. The self-developed web-
based accounting software allows to create the heating bill fast and easily. Heizkosten Plattform also helps to easily and 
quickly provide feedback on the heating costs consumption throughout the year.

Hall B2, Stand 220HP Heizkosten 
Plattform GmbH

Since 2000, we have been driving innovation in the development of software solutions for real estate management and 
valuation. The newly developed immopac® real estate management & collaboration cloud (consisting of immopac® 
red and myimmopac.com) is based on state-of-the-art technology. It provides a high-performance infrastructure for the 
digitization of real estate management processes for the relevant business processes of the various departments of 
institutional real estate investors and their service partners.

Hall A3, Stand 220immopac ag
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Munich Re, one of the world’s leading reinsurers works on forward-looking concepts to make the world of tomorrow 
insurable. The launch of NATHAN (Natural Hazards Assessment Network) made Munich Re the pioneer of global 
natural hazards risk scoring. Risk Suite is a set of risk solutions delivered as SaaS portal, providing access to our risk 
management tools that are based on over 130 years of underwriting experience. It delivers risk assessment solutions 
for investment decisions, climate change analysis, technical underwriting and data privacy.

Hall A3, Stand 510Münchener Rückversicherungs-Gesell-
schaft Aktiengesellschaft in München

Nuki Home Solutions is the leading supplier of retrofi ttable, smart access solutions in Europe. The company aims at 
making existing door locks more intelligent, thereby replacing the physical key. In combination with the Nuki Smart Lock 
and the rest of the Nuki product portfolio, the Nuki App is designed to simplify everyday life thanks to the use of mobile 
technologies. https://nuki.io/en/

Hall A3, Stand 140—Tech AlleyNuki Home 
Solutions GmbH

With our tenant experience platform, we’re disrupting & transforming the traditional real estate market. Why? Because 
offi ces should be a place where people can connect, get inspired and reach their full potential. We created an app that 
digitally transforms workspaces to offer the best possible experience to their tenants and to give them access to the 
tools & services they need. To empower people, free their time and provide them with a happy offi ce life.

Hall A3, Stand 140—Tech AlleyOffice App

The fi rst indoor positioning solution that is truly scalable and easy to deploy! Oriient leverages the wonder of the Earth’s 
magnetic fi eld to enable indoor GPS without any hardware installation (no beacons, no WiFi). Now, buildings can 
provide highly accurate wayfi nding on smartphones as well as monitor & analyze traffi c. Improve service, understand 
space utilization, act upon specifi c indoor location tags and optimize staff performance and daily operations.

Hall A3, Stand 140—Tech AlleyOriient

PROMOS consult is an innovative full-range supplier for process optimization in the real estate industry. We offer the 
complete range of consulting, training and development services as well as customized solutions. With easysquare, 
PROMOS provides a forward-looking cloud platform, which simplifi es real estate business processes through online 
portals and apps for property managers, tenants, potential tenants and service providers. www.openpromos.com

Hall B1, Stand 011PROMOS consult Projektmanagement, 
Organisation und Service GmbH

Raumgold is a smart heating system, designed to reduce your heating expenses and the environmental impact of 
your buildings while offering healthier and more sustainable workplaces to your employees. By analyzing the climate 
conditions in great detail, Raumgold automatically regulates the heating in specifi c rooms and gives recommendations 
on how to improve the working environment. Raumgold can be easily retrofi tted without hardly any installation effort.

Hall A3, Stand 140—Tech AlleyRaumgold
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Recogizer is the expert in intelligent energy optimization for commercial buildings by utilizing artifi cial intelligence. 
With our very own predictive control system you can save more than 20 % on your HVAC energy consumption. Retail 
properties, offi ces and hotels become more sustainable—fully automated, self-learning and therefore with no effort for 
the building operator. Intelligent algorithms ensure a stable room climate that offers users maximum comfort.

Hall A3, Stand 140—Tech AlleyRecogizer Group GmbH

ROCKETHOME is one of the leading technology and solution providers for networked living and digital home culture 
in Europe. The mission is to technologically network the “things” in life in order to make the future simpler, more 
comfortable and more energy effi cient. The company operates in the new markets of Connected Home, Energy IoT & 
PropTech and offers proven and holistic IoT service solutions for multiple applications.

Hall B2, Stand 220ROCKETHOME GmbH

Spacefl ow is a plug & play tenant experience platform and community engagement that boosts spaces. With Spacefl ow 
occupants of buildings can enjoy amenities, services and community life in the mobile app. The space-as-a-service 
experience allows landlords and space operators to customize services and improve tenant satisfaction. In turn, they 
attract and retain tenants as well as raise profi ts.

Hall A3, Stand 140—Tech AlleySpaceflow

Thing Technologies is manufacturer of the cloud-based digitization platform “Thing-it”. The platform provides a central 
integration layer that can independently network all existing and future hardware within a smart building. Thing-it is a 
self-suffi cient, self-learning “brain” and automates all actions via predefi ned comprehensive processes. It orchestrates 
the interaction between people and buildings via a mobile app.

Hall A3, Stand 140—Tech AlleyThing Technologies GmbH

VISN by OSRAM is a fast-growing IoT unit offering smart workspace management solutions for offi ce buildings. VISN 
improves the use of space and increases employee satisfaction and effi ciency. VISN enables companies to save 
operating costs by adapting lighting, cleaning or heating to actual needs. The technology behind VISN ensures 100 % 
data protection through anonymous infrared sensor data and BLE indoor positioning.

Hall A3, Stand 132VISN by OSRAM

Tower360 enables truly data-driven asset management for the fi rst time. Integrating all areas of asset management in 
one platform, Tower360 facilitates effi cient processes without discontinuity of media.  Processed data is available in real 
time. Thus, Tower360 massively simplifi es and accelerates decision processes and risk management.

Hall A3, Stand 140—Tech AlleyTOWER360 GmbH
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Wohnungshelden GmbH, headquartered in Munich, specializes in digital rentals and has developed a software solution 
that enables housing companies to digitize the entire rental process—from marketing a property and managing interests 
and deadlines to concluding contracts. To ensure the greatest possible success, the fl exible solution is individually 
adapted to the individual customer challenges.

Hall A3, Stand 140—Tech Alleywohnungshelden GmbH

wohnungshelden

The smartengine technology is the sensory organs and nervous system for smart buildings. It replaces several building 
infrastructures by one and provides the necessary infrastructure and numerous applications for intelligent buildings. A 
fi nely meshed network of multifunctional sensors with bi-directional beacons forms the basis for all currently important 
applications for users, tenants, operators and owners.

Hall A3, Stand 140—Tech Alleywtec Inc. (smartengine)

Yardi is an innovative technology provider and a leader in the real estate industry with comprehensive business software 
solutions for investment, asset and property management. By means of role-based dashboards, the web-based, 
mobile software networks processes and users in property, plant and investment management and over the entire life 
cycle of the property to ensure performance-oriented collaboration between front and back offi ce.

Hall A1, Stand 433Yardi Systems GmbH

Findheim raises housing brokerage to a new level. The conversational recommender system helps to create detailed 
user profi les which—thanks to machine learning—can be compared with the characteristics of the properties for sale. In 
addition to the classic “buyer contacts seller” method, Findheim also offers its customers the opportunity to proactively 
contact suitable search profi les and thus market projects at an early stage.

Hall A1, Stand 110ACP Business 
Solutions GmbH

Create your own digital real estate portfolio from a minimum investment of 100 euros. You participate on the property 
income with a token yield of approx. 5 to 7 % p. a. as well as in the increase in value of the entire real estate portfolio. The 
CROWDLITOKEN product can be sold at any time, i. e. bought on a stock exchange. In the initial phase of our offering, 
we offer the early investors a discount of up to 25 %. The rule is “fi rst come, fi rst served.”

Hall A3, Stand 140—Tech AlleyCROWDLITOKEN AG

HanseCoin is a German-Estonian FinTech platform for capital market-based project fi nancing as tokenized securities: 
we securitize construction time equity in digital, plant-based, regulated token profi t participation certifi cates for private 
customers, who would otherwise hardly fi nd attractive returns in the current market environment. It fi nances valuable 
asset classes such as real estate, power generation, industrial machinery and ships.

Hall A3, Stand 414HanseCoin
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Smarter Portfolio Management. We help real estate professionals manage their portfolios exceptionally well. We help 
make informed decisions, spot opportunities, manage risk and optimize category spend and asset value. Our integrated 
suite of products eliminates admins and empowers real estate professionals to spend more time thinking strategically, 
focusing on revenue generating activity and strengthening relationships with clients. We provide Virtual Data Rooms, 
Asset Lifecyle Management and AI-fueled due diligence software.

Hall A1, Stand 130Imprima (Deutschland) 
GmbH

The National Association of REALTORS (NAR) is the “The voice for Real Estate” in the U.S. As the largest trade 
association in the world, NAR represents real estate professionals engaged in all aspects of the industry. Each member 
is pledged to a strict code of ethics. NAR represents 1.4 million members in the U.S. and around the world to facilitate 
cross-border transactions. The basis for these client referrals is the formal relationships that NAR maintains with 100 
industry groups in 85 countries.

Hall A3, Stand 523National Association of 
REALTORS®

on-geo is a PropTech company founded in 2002 with around 150 employees. More than 85 percent of all German 
banks work with on-geo and its real estate valuation solution LORA. 160.000 market and geo data are retrieved via 
geoport per month. BLUE CHANNEL Baufi  paves the way to fully digital construction fi nancing. With AVM Maps, on-geo 
for the fi rst time offers automated real estate valuations based on real market values in Germany.

Hall C1, Stand 124on-geo GmbH

Real Capital Analytics, Inc. offers the most in-depth, comprehensive and current information of property investment 
activity. The fi rm publishes a series of Capital Trend reports and offers an online service that provides real-time deal 
level transactional information for all markets globally. For more information on RCA, visit http://www.rcanalytics.com.

Hall B2, Stand 034Real Capital 
Analytics, Inc.

realxdata GmbH is a technology company specializing in Big Data analyzes for the real estate and fi nance sector in 
Germany. As an independent service partner for banks, investors, brokerage and consulting companies, insurance 
companies, asset and portfolio managers, realxdata digitizes, structures and visualizes real estate portfolio data and 
links this AI-based data with all key fi gures directly and indirectly infl uencing the real estate market from over 100 
external sources. This enables market analyzes, property and portfolio valuations at the touch of a button.

Hall A3, Stand 240realxdata GmbH

PRODA (www.proda.ai) is building AI-enabled software to capture and standardize rent rolls. We focus on solving the 
issue of unstandardized data in commercial real estate—enabling the industry to use data and software more effectively. 
PRODA is a foundational tool for anyone who works with rent rolls: you can create a standardized repository or integrate 
with your existing systems. We look forward to meeting you and discussing how PRODA can unlock value for you.

Hall A3, Stand 110PRODA
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Certifi cation for real estate valuers at the highest level. As a company of the leading associations of the German fi nancial 
industry, HypZert certifi es real estate valuers according to the internationally recognized criteria of DIN ISO/IEC 17024. 
HypZert valuers are experts with many years of experience in market and loan valuation and professional consultants, 
especially for the German fi nancial sector.

Hall A1, Stand 430vdp Research GmbH

CALADIO revolutionizes the commercial real estate fi nancing market: the online platform brings together project 
developers and property owners with banks and alternative fi nanciers such as insurance companies or pension funds. 
Here, all stakeholders are connected, and all steps are digitally mapped—from credit application to reporting. CALADIO 
thus for the fi rst time offers the real estate industry a complete digital service for fi nancing projects.

Hall B2, Stand 430ZINSLAND c/o 
Civum GmbH

CALAD IO

AgiliCity is on a mission to provide the fastest path toward zoning compliant urban design. That is why we have 
developed the urban design software Modelur, which speeds up the design process by three times. Real-time 
calculation of key urban parameters (e. g. FSI or required parking spaces), together with warnings when zoning rules 
are not met, help you quickly create and evaluate various design alternatives and make sure the best solution is chosen 
for further development.

Hall A3, Stand 240AgiliCity d.o.o.

Breeze Technologies is a leading provider of air quality sensors, air quality data and analysis software. The start-up 
supports its customers in monitoring and improving air quality inside and outside buildings. Breeze’s solutions are, for 
example, used to improve employee health and productivity, support investment decisions as well as smart district and 
smart city projects.

Hall A3, Stand 240Breeze Technologies 
UG (hb.)

Too often rainwater is discharged, while one of the most important resources on earth, drinking water, is wasted on 
non-drinking purposes. At Field Factors, we believe this should change. We design and deliver innovative solutions for 
decentralized water treatment, storage and supply. Our Bluebloqs technology offers an easy-to-integrate, sustainable 
and high-quality fresh water source to meet local demand. Inspired by nature, powered by rain.

Hall A3, Stand 240Field Factors
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MO.Point develops mobility solutions for urban districts and real estate. From the implementation onwards, MO.Point 
operates various e-vehicles as a sharing service on behalf of property developers, project developers as well as 
companies and municipalities. Residents can rent the suitable vehicle, e. g. e-bikes, electric cars or e-cargo bikes as 
well as accessories, at the Mobility Points.

Hall A3, Stand 240MO.Point 
Mobilitätsservices GmbH

Parking Energy offers a scalable EV charging system designed for real estate industry, optimized for residential and 
offi ce buildings. The system is profi table for the real estate owner and operator as it rises the property value and attracts 
business. While all parking spaces are made EV ready, charging stations as such are added by tenants’ demand. 
Parking Energy has a proven track record with customers rolling out the Parking Energy system to all their properties.

Hall A3, Stand 140—Tech AlleyParking Energy Ltd

PARKING ENERGY

On the site of Munich Airport, a unique innovation center is currently built: LabCampus. Intended for cross-industry 
collaboration and spanning an area of 70 soccer fi elds, it has been conceived to be a city of the future. Here, work and 
life connect seamlessly. Companies, research institutions, creative minds and pioneers come together to develop, test 
and present innovations. And they do so under exceptional conditions—orchestrated to foster collaboration.

Hall C1, Stand 542LabCampus

Piloting & Upscaling Urban Mobility Solutions. Investments into  sustainable energy initiatives supporting a clean 
energy transition, which bring jobs and sustainable growth, lower energy bills and health—to the benefi t of the city of 
Valladolid. The session will put a focus on the pains & gains of measures, including free parking for e-vehicles in the 
town center and more charging stations close to shopping centers, hotels, etc. thanks to a cutting-edge tendering 
process launched by the Council. 

Hall C1, Stand 341Valladolid

SPIE Deutschland & Zentraleuropa is the leading independent multi-technology service provider for buildings, facilities 
and infrastructures. As a strong pillar of the SPIE Group, we are present at over 200 locations in Germany, Austria, 
Poland, Slovakia, the Czech Republic and Hungary. With a broad technical expertise and as a reliable partner we 
accompany our customers into a successful future. Because around 15,000 technology enthusiasts give their best for 
our customers—every day, in every project.

Hall B2, Stand 134SPIE Deutschland & 
Zentraleuropa

Intelligent Urbanization exhibition partner 2019

Intelligent Urbanization exhibition partner 2019
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We know the agony of fi nding a perfect workspace. Cost, growth, fl exibility. We’re here to eliminate that pain. BOOQED 
is a digital platform for tenants and landlords to fi nd or monetize short-term unused business spaces. With over 1,500 
listings across nine Asian cities, we can fi nd you the space you need. At Booqed, our goal is to make every space 
accessible and productive for business. Visit us at www.booqed.com.

Hall A3, Stand 240BOOQED Limited

We are a young emerging company from Düsseldorf, offering more than 1,700 spaces in the DACH region and the 
Netherlands for commercial short-term rental from one day on. Thanks to the good network of landlords and brokers, 
we have access to top locations. At the same time, we are constantly looking for interesting space to compensate for 
the vacancy and boost the offl ine business. So far, we have already matched numerous major brands with exciting 
spaces.

Hall A3, Stand 140—Tech AlleyBrick Spaces GmbH

First pan-European marketplace for commercial real estate. We connect sellers, investors and brokers worldwide. 
CONSORTO is a real estate technology company that connects professional investors to commercial real estate 
investment opportunities across Europe. Our online B2B platform integrates AI-driven deal-matching with deal-
fl ow automation. Through fully automated deal fl ow and communication steps we help the commercial real estate 
community connect and generate relevant leads in shorter time.

Hall A3, Stand 240Consorto B.V.

With more than 30 million users per month, eBay Kleinanzeigen ranks among the websites with the highest reach in 
Germany. With more than 60 million visits per month (AGOF digital daily facts 2019-06), the real estate sector is one of 
the most popular categories in the online classifi ed ad market. More than 6,000 real estate professionals are already 
using eBay Kleinanzeigen as a sales channel. And, at the same time, eBay Kleinanzeigen has the largest offering of 
privately sold apartments and houses.

Hall B2, Stand 220eBay Kleinanzeigen GmbH

ImmobilienScout24 is the leading online marketplace for residential and commercial properties in Germany. It 
successfully brings together real estate providers, owners, potential tenants and buyers. Every month, around 14 million 
users visit the portal. ImmobilienScout24 belongs to the Scout24 Group, which operates leading digital marketplaces 
in the real estate and automotive sectors in Germany and other European countries. http://www.immobilienscout24.de

Hall A3, Stand 320Immobilien Scout GmbH

Consumer end-to-end solution for digital property sales. ImmoCheckout allows you to digitally map your entire sales 
processes. From the creation of interactive project websites and CRM functions to digital reservations—the software 
provides many possibilities. We offer you best-practice processes for out-of-the-box sales and rentals. The continuous 
process digitization is based on the BPMN and CMMN standards.

Hall A3, Stand 140—Tech AlleyImmoCheckout GmbH
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The web-based real estate software onOffi ce enterprise is the product of many years of software experience in terms of 
innovation, quality and reliability. More than 20,000 users rely on the secure, portal-independent and completely web-
based real estate software. With its outstanding performance features—networked brokerage in the cloud, optimization 
of work processes, creation of websites and other marketing instruments—it exceeds the needs of companies in the 
real estate industry.

Hall A1, Stand 130onOffice GmbH

Prop.Exchange is a digital auction platform for trading commercial real estate globally. The platform enables sellers to 
effi ciently trade their properties at the true market value and in a time-effi cient manner. The concept has proven its value 
in Denmark, Germany and Italy. “Prop.Exchange helped us sell a property in Italy. We had tried to sell the property via 
usual channels before without success… Prop.Exchange facilitated an effi cient sale of our facility.”

Hall A3, Stand 140—Tech AlleyProp.Exchange

ophigo is a PropTech start-up that enables anyone to fi nd, create and manage their ideal workspace through 
phenomenal technology and service. With our next-generation platform, we provide an effi cient, transparent and 
supported experience.

Hall A3, Stand 332ophigo
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Shuttle route

ATM / cash machine

Airport shuttle

Hotel shuttle

9 TECH ALLEY  
(Hall A3)

Conference program

DISCUSSION & NETWORKING  
FORUM (Hall A1)1

11 CareerDay, October 9 only 
(Entrance West)

13 Meeting Lounge 
(1st floor)

10 NOVA3 Gastro 
(Hall A3)

12 Meeting Center  
(1st floor)

Meeting opportunities

14 Conference rooms

2 INVESTMENT LOCATIONS  
FORUM (Hall A1) 

3 PLANNING & PARTNER- 
SHIPS FORUM (Hall A2)

4 REAL ESTATE INNOVATION  
FORUM (Hall A3)

5 NOVA3 FORUM  
(Hall A3)

6 INTELLIGENT URBANIZATION 
 FORUM (Hall C1)

EXPO REAL FORUM 
(Hall C2)7

8 GRAND PLAZA
(Hall C2)

freenow

Jetzt Ihr Taxi vorbestellen  
Pre-order your taxi now

taxi.eu taxi-deutschland

Restroom
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Opening hours
Monday and Tuesday 09:00–19:00
Wednesday 09:00–16:00


